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Introduction
In recent years, graphical methods have substantially expanded the medicinal chemistry repertoire for analyzing Structure-Activity Relationships (SARs) 1, 2 . The development of computational techniques to visualize SAR patterns and identify key compounds has in part been catalyzed by increasing volumes and complexity of activity data in medicinal chemistry. Going beyond a purely descriptive nature of graphical SAR exploration, as exemplified by activity landscape representations 1 , the SAR Matrix (SARM) approach 3 was conceptualized to combine large-scale graphical SAR analysis and compound design. SARM calculations generate many virtual compounds (VCs) that populate chemical space around structurally related series. In order to prioritize virtual candidate compounds from SARMs in a target/assay-specific manner, activity prediction methods have been developed including local Quantitative SAR (QSAR) models utilizing compound neighborhood information in SARMs 4 and an approach that derives conditional probabilities of activity from SARMs 5 .
In a previous Method Article 6 , the SARM methodology and extensions have been described including matrix-based QSAR 4 and navigation of multi-target activity spaces 7 . In this follow-up contribution, we focus on a conditional probability-based approach to activity prediction, which is distinct from QSAR analysis, and report results of first prospective applications. While we are currently unable to disclose the structures of active compounds (due to patent issues of PRISM Biolab Corporation), the prediction statistics and exemplary results we report for an actual drug discovery project should be helpful to put SARM-based predictions into perspective, beyond
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computational benchmarking, and might spark the interest of practitioners in this field.
Methods
Since details of the SARM methodology and matrix-based QSAR modeling have been presented in the accompanying article 6 , we initially provide only brief summaries of these methods, followed by a detailed description of the conditional probability approach.
SAR matrices
To generate SARMs compounds are subjected to a systematic twostep fragmentation procedure yielding matched molecular pairs (MMPs) 8 . An MMP is defined as a pair of compounds that only differ at a single site. In the first step, compounds are fragmented into core structures and substituents. In the second step, resulting core structures are subjected to fragmentation. This two-step fragmentation protocol identifies series of compounds with related core structures (forming "core MMPs"). Series of compounds with cores forming MMP relationships are organized in individual SARMs, as illustrated in Figure 1 . Each matrix cell defines a unique combination of a core and substituent (reminiscent of yet distinct from R-group tables). Following MMP terminology, the core is called key fragment and the substituent value fragment 8 . Each filled cell represents an actual compound color-coded by activity or potency and each empty cell a VC representing a previously unexplored core-substituent (key-value) combination. Accordingly, VCs are thought to generate a "chemical space envelope" around structurally related compound series. Depending on the structural relationships that are present within a given compound set, varying numbers of SARMs are obtained that systematically organize available analog series and provide many VCs for further consideration. The more similar data set compounds are to each other, the more SARMs are typically obtained.
Matrix-based local QSAR models
A compound neighborhood (NBH) approach was developed for potency prediction of VCs based on known potencies of structural analogs 4 , as illustrated in Figure 2 . A qualifying NBH consists of two known active compounds that contain the key and value fragment of a given VC, respectively (D and G in Figure 2a) , and a third active compound (E) that consists of the key of D and value of G. The potency of a VC can then be predicted from its neighbors by applying the additivity assumption underlying Free-Wilson analysis 9 using the equation shown in Figure 2a . For a given VC, all qualifying NBHs are identified across all SARMs, as illustrated in Figure 2b , and for each NBH, an individual potency prediction is carried out using a local "mini-QSAR" model. The average potency over all NBHs is then calculated to yield the final prediction.
The NBH approach is based upon numerical values and thus well suited for potency prediction during compound optimization considering multiple analog series. Principal limitations of QSAR modeling also apply to the NBH methodology, given its Free-Wilson foundation. Hence, meaningful potency predictions can only be expected in the presence of SAR continuity (when small structural changes are accompanied by gradual changes in potency). By contrast, SARMs capturing discontinuous SARs or activity cliffs 10 fall outside the QSAR applicability domain. Because . Each series consists of analogs that share a core and differ by a single substituent (value, blue). Structural differences between the cores of the three series are highlighted in red. Each SARM combines all analog series with structurally related cores available in a compound set. Rows and columns represent compounds sharing the same core and substituent, respectively. In each cell, the combination of a core and a substituent defines a unique molecular structure. Compounds present in the data set are represented by filled cells that are color-coded according to activity. In addition, empty cells represent virtual compounds (i.e., previously unexplored key-value combinations resulting from MMP fragmentation).
potency predictions are carried out over multiple NBHs in different SARMs, standard deviations of predictions provide a simple yet effective indicator of prediction reliability. High and low standard deviations indicate the presence of SAR discontinuity and continuity, respectively, for compound subsets involved in the predictions. When standard deviations are low, accurate SARMbased potency predictions can be expected 4 .
Predictions based on conditional probabilities of activity A conceptually different approach was developed for hit expansion from screening data based upon conditional probabilities of activity derived from SARMs, as outlined in Figure 3 . In contrast to NBH-based prediction of numerical potency values, the conditional probability method can utilize approximate potency measurements (e.g., primary screening data) leading to a binary classification of Steps and equations required to derive probabilities of activity from SARMs for prediction of virtual compound X are shown using a model SARM with nine compounds (A-I) that contain three cores (c1-c3) and four values (v1-v4). Matrix cells are color-coded according to compound activity (red, inactive; green, active). In the first step, initial class probabilities are calculated for all cores and values using equation 2 and 1, respectively. Value-and core-weighted matrices are then derived via equations 4 and 3. The class contribution of core c3 is obtained from the value-weighted matrix using equation 5. Analogously, the class contribution of value v1 is obtained from the core-weighted matrix using equation 6. The value and core class contributions are then normalized using equations 7 and 8. Finally, the activity probability p x of 0.13 is obtained for X by combining the normalized core c3 and value v1 class probabilities using equation 9. 
inactive vs. active data set compounds and ensuing prediction of a probability of activity for VCs.
The conceptual basis of the approach is provided by the following ideas: based on the observed frequency of occurrence of given core and value fragments in active versus inactive compounds (in the following referred to as the active versus inactive class), probabilities of activity and inactivity can be derived for cores and values. Importantly, the contributions of cores and values are thought to be influenced by each other because compounds are represented in SARMs as combinations of individual core and value fragments.
Considering the conditional nature of core and value contributions to activity, initial probabilities are weighted to derive class probabilities for any core and value. For a given VC, probabilities of its core and value are then combined to yield a final probability of activity.
Key steps of the methodology are summarized in Figure 3 (and for each step, the respective equation is provided). To illustrate the approach in an intuitive manner, we will go through an exemplary probability calculation for a given VC, guided by Figure 3.
Core and value class probabilities
The SARM in Figure 3 contains nine compounds (A-I) that comprise three cores (c1-c3) and four values (v1-v4). The probability of activity will be predicted for virtual compound X that shares core c3 with compounds G, H, and I and value v1 with compounds A and D.
Given the distribution of individual values v and cores c in active and inactive compounds, probabilities of activity and inactivity are calculated using equation 1 and equation 2. Here, P(y|v) and P(y|c) are the conditional probabilities that describe how likely it is to observe a given specific class y ∈{active, inactive} for a value v and a core c, respectively. If c (x) , v (x) , y (x) is the core, value, and class of a given compound x, we can express the conditional probabilities as the fraction of compounds with a core c or value v and class y relative to all compounds containing this core or value. In case of value v1, both class probabilities are equal (i.e., 1/2) because v1 is contained in one active and one inactive compound. By contrast, the probability of inactivity is two times higher for core c3 than its probability of activity (2/3 vs. 1/3).
Core-and value-weighted matrices These initial estimates are further refined by taking information from all SARM compounds into account. For this, the inverse of value and core class probabilities is used to derive the valueweighted matrix and core-weighted matrix, respectively. In case of the value-weighted matrix, the inverse class probabilities of the values are mapped to the compounds that represent the corresponding value and class. Analogously, the core-weighted matrix is derived by mapping the inverse class probabilities of the cores to the compounds that represent the corresponding core and class. The value-weighted matrix results from the assignment of a weight to each compound using equation 3 and the core-weighted matrix is obtained using equation 4.
Refinement of core and value class contributions
In this step, core probabilities using value-weighted matrices and value probabilities using core-weighted matrices are derived. The underlying idea is to statistically assess if a core or value contributes more to activity or inactivity. This rationalizes the calculation of weights from the previous step: the less frequently observed class for a core or value is assigned a higher weight, which leads to a larger class contribution of the corresponding value or core of a compound, respectively. For example, the class probability of core c3 is updated by considering information from values v2, v3, and v4 in compound G, H, and I, respectively. All compounds containing value v2 are active (2/2); hence, the core class probabilities of compounds B and G are assigned a weight of 1.0 (through value-weighting). For value v3, the compounds show equal class frequency of (in)activity (1/2); thus, both active and inactive compounds are assigned the same weight of 2.0. Finally, two of three compounds containing value v4 are inactive. Accordingly, inactive compound I receives a lower weight of 1.5 indicating that its inactivity is more likely due to v4. It follows that with increasing frequency of inactivity for a given value, core weights of inactive compounds decrease (and vice versa), indicating that the value is likely to be responsible for inactivity. Analogous considerations apply to assess probabilities of activity.
From the value-weighted matrix, core class contributions are calculated with equation 5. For core c3, contributions of 0.34 and 1.12 to activity and inactivity are obtained, respectively, using a smoothing factor of α=0.1 (this factor is applied to prevent zero probabilities when no compound is available to represent a possible core or value class): Analogously, value class probabilities are refined using the coreweighted matrix (generated using equation 4). For example, class probabilities of value v1 are adjusted by considering information from cores c1 and c2 in compounds A and D that contain v1. Compound A is active and belongs to the majority class of c1 and is thus assigned a lower weight than D, which is inactive and belongs to the minority class of c2. The higher weight assigned to compound D means that its inactivity is statistically more likely to result from value v1 than core c2. Weighted value class contributions calculated using equation 6 give activity and inactivity contributions of 0.72 and 1.40, respectively, for value v1 (applying a smoothing factor of α=0.1): Combined activity probability Finally, the normalized core and value probabilities are combined via equation 9 yielding an activity probability p x (ranging from 0 to 1) for any core-value combination representing a VC. Increasing p x values indicate an increasing probability of activity. For classification, a threshold value of activity must be set (e.g., 0.5). In our example, the normalized core and value class probabilities for c3 and v1 result in an activity probability p x of 0.13 for virtual compound X representing this core-value combination. Thus, given the low probability of activity, this VC is predicted to be inactive. In benchmark calculations on sets of known active and inactive compounds, conditional probability calculations yielded reasonably accurate predictions of activity, at least comparable to current state-of the-art machine learning approaches 5 .
Because the conditional probability approach is statistically grounded, prediction accuracy is expected to increase with sample sizes and matrix density 6 . Therefore, it makes sense to exclude SARMs from the calculations that contain only a small number of data set compounds or have limited row overlap (accounting for shared substitution patterns among structurally related series) 6 . Accordingly, SARMs with more than 50% row overlap are typically considered informative and prioritized for probability calculations.
Different from the NBH approach, the conditional probability method is generally applicable and not confined to compound subsets representing continuous SARs. Thus, QSAR applicability domain restrictions do not apply in this case.
Application
The conditional probability method has been used for activity predictions (hit expansion) starting from the results of a screen of the PRISM library of alpha helical turn mimetics 11,12 carried out in search of new inhibitors of the Wnt/β-catenin protein-protein interaction and pathway 13, 14 . The Wnt pathway is implicated in a variety of disease states including several forms of cancer. Consequently, inhibitors of the Wnt/β-catenin interaction are thought to have high therapeutic potential 13,14 . PRISM's current helix mimetics library contains more than 10,000 small molecules with closely related scaffolds 11,12 suitable for SARM analysis. These compounds are analogs containing closely related scaffolds with three substitution sites each. The library screen was carried out using a luciferase reporter gene assay of the Wnt pathway 15, 16 and the stably transfected cell line Hek-293, STF1.1 11 . Figure 4 summarizes SARM analysis of the library and activity predictions. The library contained a total of 10,540 compounds that yielded 11,033 stereochemistry-sensitive SARMs (i.e., matrices explicitly accounting for all stereoisomers) with a total of 231,143 VCs. This matrix distribution was solely determined by structural relationships between library compounds. Screening of the library in the reporter gene assay yielded 64 active and 10,476 inactive compounds (applying a threshold of less than 50% residual luciferase activity). Hence, only a limited number of compounds were classified as active applying this threshold. Active and inactive compounds were then mapped to SARMs and a subset of 1,049 informative matrices (with at least 50% row overlap) was selected that contained 10,504 VCs. Probability calculations predicted 28 VCs to be active. Twenty candidates were synthesized, re-screened, and tested in confirmatory assays, leading to the identification of five novel hits with activities in the low-micromolar range. These five novel actives were, by design, analogs of library compounds having previously unconsidered substitution patterns involving two different sites.
Data availability
In a deposition on the open access ZENODO platform 17 , the following data have been made available. Detailed probability calculations for the matrix in Figure 3 are provided in an excel sheet. Furthermore, SARMs generated from the PRISM library on which the calculations were based are made available without compound structures (compounds are represented by unique identification). On the basis of these SARMs, the predictions can be fully reproduced.
Concluding remarks
In this contribution, we have discussed methodological advances for activity prediction on the basis of SARMs, which systematically account for structural/analog relationships in compound sets of any source, organize structurally related compound series, and yield virtual candidate compounds. In combination with the SAR matrix method, compound neighborhood analysis based upon Free-Wilson principles and derivation of conditional probabilities of activity are applicable to predict novel active compounds at different stages of chemical optimization efforts. The conditional probability approach detailed herein is particularly suitable for hit expansion and can be applied to raw screening data. Going beyond benchmark calculations, first prospective applications have yielded promising results. For example, screening data of the PRISM library of helix mimetics made it possible to prioritize a small number of candidate compounds for synthesis from a pool of ~10,000 preselected VCs on the basis of only 64 preliminary screening hits. These predictions ultimately resulted in the identification of five new active compounds by considering only 20 candidates. These compounds provide new starting points for chemical optimization efforts. Of course, further prospective validation studies will need to be performed to better understand the performance of SARM-based activity predictions for different compound classes, targets, and screening assays. However, considering the welldefined scaffold-substituent patterns of compounds representing alpha helical turn mimetics and the systematic design of the library, which plays into the strength of the SARM approach, successful activity predictions are also anticipated for library screens using assay systems and targets engaged in other therapeutically relevant protein-protein interactions.
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compounds the SAR matrix approach generates for this library, only 28 were predicted to be active using the new method when processing reporter gene assay data probing the Wnt pathway. Twenty of these compounds were synthesized and tested and 5 new hits were identified with low-micromolar potency. Clearly, if the combined SAR matrix / activity prediction approach produces similar results in additional applications of this library or other screening libraries, it will be rather useful for hit expansion.
Taken together, the authors have attempted to make a relatively complex computational approach easier to appreciate by a screening or chemistry audience by providing easy to follow examples and practical applications. This could hardly be accomplished in a specialized computational journal. Gupta-Ostermann's "follow-up" manuscript is well written and clearly laid out. I only have a few (minor) recommendations, which I believe would help readers more easily replicate their work.
The added value of this manuscript lies in figure 3 where "conditional probabilities of activity" are explained. The authors have explained conditional probabilities with figures, text and associated mathematical equations and have even gone so far as to carry out the math for the weighted core class contributions. For interested readers who want to implement the conditional probabilities concept in their own research, I highly suggest that real (or toy) data be included, in the very least, as supplemental material with all the data completely worked out, not just the weighted core class contributions. This would allow one to implement the concept, carry out the math and compare the results to the published results more easily. Additionally, although text is included to explain conditional probabilities, I found myself having to read this section a few times to fully understand the clear impact this method could have. I think this section needs to be expanded with more text.
Finally, although it is understandable that the work carried out herein with PRISM BioLab Corporation, is proprietary, it is unfortunate that more information regarding the "twenty synthesized candidates" can not proprietary, it is unfortunate that more information regarding the "twenty synthesized candidates" can not be elaborated upon. Any information regarding the similarity of these compounds to the actives (or even the similarity range of the actives themselves) would be informative. This interesting contribution by Bajorath nicely extends the idea of graphical methods for SAR et al. analysis in computational medicinal chemistry. The SARM method was shown earlier to capture SAR information from larger collections by matched molecular pairs (MMPs) and to present it in an intuitive way. Furthermore the combination of large-scale SAR analysis with virtual compounds allows guiding synthesis to explore straightforward ideas as direct outcome of SAR interpretation. Therefore this approach is attractive to rapidly identify activity trends and cliffs.
The paper reports a conditional probability-based approach to activity prediction from SAR knowledge. Such a conditional probability measures the probability of activity for one compound given that a structurally related compound was active. Individual probabilities are extracted from rows and columns in the underlying SARMs. While such a probabilistic approach only works for SARMs, which are sufficiently populated and have shared substitution pattern, the approach is not restricted to compound subsets representing continuous SAR only. The prospective application of this interesting concept suffers from the lack of chemical structures, so that the degree of similarity between actives and follow-up design cannot be assessed. Furthermore the description of the HTS assay, substructure alerts, additional filtering, assay validation and retesting rates, compound QCs for actives is missing. This makes it difficult to evaluate the true HTS outcome using potentially noisy data for such a challenging PPI target.
To illustrate the value of the novel activity estimation approach from matrices, it might be useful constructing a standard 2D-QSAR model and check is for predictivity of the synthesized top-20 design proposals in comparison to the matrix-derived conditional probability. It might be of interest to see, how robust both approaches work with noisy primary screening data.
The manuscript title and abstract cover the content well. The chemoinformatics approach is clearly described and can most likely be reproduced. As this is not the case for the HTS actives and the assays for this study, the results will be difficult to reproduce. The authors might also want to mention, whether software tools from their study are available to the public.
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